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6 Critical Steps to Mastering 
Hybrid Cloud

Get your applications running in the right environment.

Understand and mitigate your latency and resiliency risks.

Harvest cost savings and self-fund your journey to 
hybrid cloud mastery.

Unleash the power of hybrid cloud. 
Connect with our experts today.

Reduce complexity and technical debt.

Adopt a truly modernized operating model – everywhere.

Get access to the right intelligence to make better and 
faster decisions AND be ready for AI.

As organizations navigate the complexities of IT transformation, mastering hybrid cloud 
becomes essential. The rationale for adopting a hybrid IT strategy is clear and compelling: 
workloads can be placed in their most suitable environment for better performance, stability, 
economics, and security – while enabling quicker innovation.

Unlock the full potential of hybrid cloud with an approach that’s robust, resilient and ready for 
the future.

Challenge the notion that applications cannot move due to migration complexity 
and economic risks, and optimize application and workload placement within your 
IT infrastructure.

Mitigate latency and resiliency risks to optimize business-critical application 
performance by assessing systems for suitability, uptime, transaction volume, 
and latency requirements.

Successfully self-funding hybrid cloud mastery begins with small, scalable projects 
that yield financial savings or reduce downtime.

As one of just 8 global leaders with the AWS 
Legacy Modernization Competency and 

a top-tier Azure Expert MSP, we navigate 
complex cloud environments to drive 

modernization and cost efficiency seamlessly.

We stand out as the only one among the 
8, offering Ensono Flex® for penalty-free 
workload migration and Ensono Envision® 

for full estate transparency, driving 
innovation and securing your future.

With 3,000+ passionate experts, we’re not just 
strategists; we’re your ally, diving in to co-create 
success. Our strong, hands-on approach fuels 
outcomes that matter, standing by you 24/7 as 

the ideal extension of your team.

Prioritize addressing the impact of technical debt as vital yet costly legacy platforms 
strain budgets and hinder growth, agility, and innovation. 

Bridge the cultural and operational divide between legacy and cloud teams to facilitate the 
adoption of new tools and processes, nurturing an organizational mindset that embraces 
change and continuous improvement.

Overcome the challenge of segregated critical data to transform it into actionable 
insights for more informed, timely decisions.

Address outdated codebases, licensing constraints and legacy ecosystems, and 
embrace cloud-native capabilities where appropriate for agility and efficiency.

Utilize Ensono’s multi-cloud infrastructure expertise and unique application 
modernization tools for migrating and modernizing complex environments, leveraging 
automation to accelerate cloud adoption and reduce the burden on teams.

Re-architect or refactor existing applications to optimize and increase agility using 
cloud native services.

Evaluate the sensitivity of applications to latency, especially when 
considering migration from data centers to the cloud.

Assess and enhance system resilience to avoid application and 
infrastructure failures, ensuring continuous operation and reducing the 
financial impact of downtime.

Use proven methodologies to determine the best environment for both 
systems of record and systems of engagement, facilitating their safe and 
efficient decoupling.

Initiate manageable projects to gain early wins, using these to build 
momentum for wider initiatives. 

Allocate savings from outsourcing hybrid cloud management basics 
into transforming business applications, driving ongoing growth and 
capability enhancement.

Consolidate services, databases, and infrastructure to reduce complexity and cut 
associated costs.

Utilize Ensono Envision® Advisor, a cutting-edge optimization platform, for 
comprehensive visibility and personalized recommendations on workload components 
and infrastructure. This tool continuously identifies opportunities for enhanced 
security, performance, and reducing complexity and cost.

Focus on action rather than a destination and adopt a hybrid cloud model with 
software-defined infrastructure, zero-trust security, and extensive automation.

Prioritize agility over rigid release schedules and explore partnerships with managed 
service providers (MSPs) for expert support and flexible consumption models tailored 
to your hybrid cloud needs.

Leverage modern data platforms to integrate siloed data, preparing it for 
analysis through machine learning or generative AI.

Ready your data for use with predictive analytics and AI, unlocking its full 
potential for improved business decisions and enabling transformative 
capabilities like custom large language models (LLMs).
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